One of the greatest teaching of every religion that we are in to is thank god for everything for He created every piece in this world.

What we have, what we see, taste, and feel are masterpieces from our creator. The beauty that must not be wasted in any terms.

Human being as defined by science is the highest form of living organism who has the ability to think and to reason for almost everything in his/ her life.

The capacity of an individual to decide using his/ her wit and emotion makes a great difference to any form of living and non-living organisms.

The capability within the person to do what he/ she thinks is right whenever it is needed.

Nowadays we are clashing in the so called confusion between what is true and what is real. Truth will forever be true. However, will truth always be real?

Fake news is an oxymoron for lies, according to veteran journalist Ellen Tordesillas of Vera Files. Somehow, we may say, it explains the notion that ‘not all true are real’.

According to CNN Philippines Life, Manila, the war against wide spread of ‘fake news’ is similar to exterminating Medusa of Greece. Once you decapitate one, new one will be born in its place.

This is exactly the same when someone ticks comment or react to a false information that he/ she reads on a newspaper or on a news blog. One can multiply
misleading information to a greater aspect if this person will not be responsible enough to
his/ her action.

A person should develop his/ her ability to determine articles implying false
information. In order to do this, one should be fully equipped with passion to read, the
same way Anbar has given us seven, possibly eight stages to reading (Anbar, 1986). Following and variating the stages, we might be able to apply those to determine reading
articles whether true or fake information are stipulated.

Once, Ray Bradbury had said, by- laws and scriptures which depict certain culture
are not the problem. We just need to convince people to stop reading them. Encourage
them to not just read but to read with comprehension.

Our mission is not to change the world, we just need the people to change how to
deal with the changing world.

Read. Analyze. Decide. Enjoy reading!
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